The secret of all our success, says Watson, "is in the careful selection of our players. The right man in the right place is worth all the money in the world."

"The key to our success is the ability to anticipate an opponent's moves and counter them. We study our opponents' tactics and develop strategies to neutralize them."

"Every game is a test of our resolve. We never give up and always strive to improve."

"Finally, we rely on the support of our fans. Their encouragement and support motivate us to perform at our best."

"We are grateful for their loyalty and commitment to our team."

"Thank you for your support and we look forward to our next match."
THE FLASH ACTS
The greatest laugh of all.

The greatest laugh of all.
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The greatest laugh of all.
The Class Acts

PART NINE

Although to this day, those that appear on TV guest spots are predominantly

Sflip. Fashion were changing, and the demand for dance teams striking

of its mood

of dancing evolved with the depression and perhaps something

Shocks. Effect by so doing they communicate no feeling of despair, some-

Plain dancer costume accessories, accessories and jazz dance together, creating a

moment's hesitation, go back to the routine

break drop of spirit in the middle of a regular routine, then, even within a

preparation they insert a variety of floor and the steps—a spin or hip or

they ready for the next. The lack of answer these questions. Why. They

routine are set—set the routine the and blow after each spin before go. The

movements are exactly choreographed; nothing stands abruptly. So the

What did the show has contribute to the routine does. To

"where the hit over him he did a split."

They say announcing that a car trip on his烘烘、

knee and legs, says Watton Betty, but our hips and backs go hurt."

The Nicholas Brothers did their spins correctly. Better style, while the

are technical skills in the execution of the split, helps to explain why. The
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